Flash: Initial Thoughts on Raytheon-Websense Deal

- The April 20 announcement shouldn’t be a major surprise as there were reports more than a month ago on a potential deal, though the deal price announced is larger than those earlier reports.

- The new company will be run as a commercial enterprise, and management seemed well aware of the cultural differences between defense and commercial. Pay and benefits will be commercially competitive. A look at stock price charts of CKP, FEYE, and SYMC suggests that equity incentives may be overstated as a competitive recruitment tool in the past year (PANW is an exception).

- The deal fits with a broader theme in defense of rapid advance in commercial markets that have defense applications (and vice-versa). While defense-only strategies may work in classified cyber, commercial may prove a bigger driver of change in cyber markets and that dynamic could degrade defense-only strategies over time.

- Management noted deal metrics were in line with other commercial security transactions, which arguably are at elevated levels.
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